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LIS 601 Print Indexes and Databases for Search Exercises 1a & 1b

Choose from these resources for Exercises 1A & 1B. Do not use databases for Exercise 1A (use databases only in Ex. 1B). Some of the print indexes and abstracting systems have been replaced by the online versions, but please use only print indexes for Ex. 1A even if it is an older volume and not a current year.

Note to Neighbor Island Students: Kauai CC, Maui CC and UH Hilo each have some of these indexes in older versions, you may need to request them from the librarian.

Periodical Indexing and Abstracting Services

General Indexes (Historical and Current)


4. Humanities Index. NY: Wilson, 1974-. (Ref AI3.H85)

5. Social Sciences Index. NY: Wilson, 1974-. (Ref Z7163.S62)


Subject Indexes (partial list)

1. Art Index. NY: Wilson, 1930-. (Ref N1 .A79)


3. Applied Science and Technology Index. NY: Wilson, 1913-. (Formerly: Industrial Arts Index) (Sci-Ref Z7913.A7) [also CD-ROM]


7. *Index to Legal Periodicals.* NY: Wilson, 1909--. (K2.I55) [cancelled after 1995]


**Abstracting Services**


**Newspaper Indexes**


**Indexes to Materials in Collections**


5. *Short Story Index*. NY: Wilson, 1974--. (Ref PN3353.C661)
Index Databases for Exercise 1B

Many of the index databases are electronic versions of print indexes, but several are online only products. There are helpful guides on how to use the databases near the workstations and online http://www.hawaii.edu/emailref/- quick

See UHM Library Electronic Resources page for a complete listing of databases available through UHM: http://micro189.lib3.hawaii.edu/ezproxy/formadvance.php

With a Hawaii State Public Library card you are eligible to use the HSPLS databases: http://librarieshawaii.org/Serials/databases.html
LIS 601 Encyclopedia Sources for Search Exercise 2

Choose from these resources for Exercise 2. Use only print and online encyclopedias for these exercises. This is a partial list of encyclopedias available in Hamilton and Sinclair libraries. Some are available in both print and online. Type the title of an encyclopedia in the search box on the Electronic Resources page to find a particular encyclopedia online.

Some may be located on the second floor at the same call number (they continuously move items for space reasons), but most are in the reference stacks on the main floor. You can find more encyclopedias by systematically browsing the reference stacks near these, by entering “encyclopedia” in the search box on the Electronic Resources page, or links to free ones on the HL online encyclopedias page.

Encyclopedias

An encyclopedia contains informational articles on subjects in every field of knowledge, or limited to a special field or subject. It may be written for specialists, scholars, general readers, young adults, or children.

Guides


Adult Encyclopedias


Young Adult & Children's Encyclopedias


**Foreign Encyclopedias**


**Foreign Encyclopedias in English**


**Subject Encyclopedias (Historical & Current)**


LIS 601 Bibliography Sources for Search Exercise 3

Choose from these resources for Exercise 3 Bibliographies. This is a partial list of bibliographies available in Hamilton library. There are numerous single subject bibliographies, author bibliographies and sub-field bibliographies, many of which are shelved by subject in the Z section.

Bibliographies: Selection of Reference Works

Guides to Reference Materials

Bibliographical guides to reference materials serve to introduce the user to:

1. General reference sources that list materials for research in many fields;
2. Specific reference sources that list materials for research in particular fields;
3. Annotated lists of titles that may be used as selection aids for reference collections.

Selection Tools


Manuals/Handbooks


**Reference Book Reviews**

The selection and review sources for reference books listed below concentrate mainly on the major English language titles issued by American publishers. The reference librarian seeking current titles must seek reviews in professional periodicals and journals in subject disciplines, *all of which are indexed in periodical article databases*, so search databases to find reviews in these journals.

**Current reviews:**


**Indexes to Book Reviews (including reference books)**


Bibliographies:
National Library Catalogs and Trade Bibliographies

National library catalogs perform an important function by listing the books received and cataloged by a national library. Since they are not limited by time, territory, language, subject, or forms of communication, they come close to a universal bibliography for a country. Since the 1980's consortia of regional online catalogs have achieved very large databases of items that exist in U.S. and in libraries worldwide. Although none of the national library catalogs claim to be universal in scope, collectively they offer a relatively comprehensive record of international publishing.

United States - National Library Catalogs


Great Britain - National Library Catalogs and Trade Bibliographies


Canada - National Library Catalogs and Trade Bibliographies


**Sources of Bibliographic Information**

**U.S. National and Trade Bibliography**

Trade bibliography is one part of national bibliography. It attempts to record those materials available through the publishing industry. The sources listed below concentrate mainly on listing the current output of U.S. publications or those distributed in the U.S. Online book sellers such as Amazon.com provide access to very large databases of bibliographic information, but the records may not provide all elements, e.g., place of publication is not in Amazon records.

**Current**

1. *Forthcoming Books*. (Current Year Only) (Ref Z1219.F6)
2. *Weekly Record*. *(Publisher’s Weekly)* (Microfilm S50199)
5. *Publishers’ Trade List Annual*. (Ref Z1215.P97)
8. *Associations' Publications in Print*. (Ref Z5051.A87)
12. *Cumulative Book Index (CBI)*. (Ref Z1215.U6) [Cancelled after 1995]

**Best Book Lists**


**Retrospective Bibliographies**

Retrospective bibliographies are useful research tools since they are records of what was published where and by whom. They are an historical source of information about national, state, and local history and thus trace the cultural and scientific development of people in a given place and time. The bibliographies listed below, each covering a particular period, record with varying degrees of thoroughness the U.S. books published from the introduction of the printing press into the colonies in 1693 up to 1928.


11. Kelly, James. *The American Catalogue of Books (originals and reprints), Published in the United States From January 1861 to January 1871, with Date of Publication, Size,


**Bibliographies of Bibliographies**

These are indexed lists of published bibliographies, used to find bibliographies.


**Serials**

A serial is a publication issued in successive parts, usually at regular intervals, and usually intended to be continued indefinitely. Examples are: periodicals, journals, newspapers, yearbooks, proceedings of societies, annual reviews, etc.--not to be confused with "series."

**Union Lists**


**Periodicals**


**Newspapers**


**Reference Sources for Non-print Media**

This is a selected list of basic titles and control devices for non-print media. Some of the titles are historical in nature, and others are also available online in current versions.

**Bibliographies**


**Indexes**

LIS 601 Dictionary Sources for Search Exercise 5

Choose from these resources for Exercise 5. Feel free to use Dr. Jacso’s Dictionaries Polysearch and other online dictionary resources available from IPL and HL (some are sub-sets of subscription sources): [http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu/research/quickfacts.html](http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu/research/quickfacts.html)

When using print sources, you may use older issues and prior years. This is a partial list of HL holdings (purchased materials). Use only dictionaries for this exercise, even if you can find the information in other source types.

Guides


Unabridged Dictionaries


Desk/Collegiate Dictionaries


6. *Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary*. 2004. (www.merriam-webster.com) This is a partial site, with free access only to basic definitions; subscriptions gain access to the entire online dictionary.

**Supplementary Language Sources**

1. *New Acronyms, Initialisms, and Abbreviations*. Detroit: Gale Research, 1976-. (P365.G31) (current volumes at Ref with the same call number)


See also OneLook the dictionary search site for many other free online dictionaries and supplementary language resources. Some of these are mere sub-sets of full sources. Note some sources listed at OneLook may be of inferior quality because there is no authority that oversees their accuracy: [http://www.onelook.com/?d=all_gen](http://www.onelook.com/?d=all_gen)
LIS 601 Ready-Reference Sources for Search Exercise 6

Choose from these print and online resources for Exercises 6. Also use the online resources presented by Dr. Jacso. Online students may use all online resources if print versions are not available. When using print sources, you may use older issues and prior years. You may have to leave your ID at the BHSD Desk if using the most current volumes of annual titles. This is a partial list of HL holdings. Some items may have been moved to the general stacks at the same call number.

Ready-reference sources provide brief information on a multitude of subjects. These works are edited, designed, updated frequently and arranged for the purpose of supplying answers to quick, fact type questions. This special form of reference tool is composed of almanacs, yearbooks, handbooks, and directories. Many are online but often the book version is faster to use and is kept at or near the reference desk. Locations with CVR tell you that the Current Volume is kept at the [BHSD] Reference desk. All GOVD (Government Documents) call numbers may not be available due to flood losses, however many government documents sources are available online. See the Government Documents bibliography handout for listings.

Almanacs/Yearbooks
[Note: HL keeps prior volumes for historical research]
3. Annual Register of World Events. London: (Publisher varies), 1761--. Annual. (Ref D2.A7)

**Handbooks/Manuals**


### Statistical Sources


### Directories


LIS 601 Biography Sources for Search Exercise 7

There are numerous sources concerning people, including encyclopedias, dictionaries, almanacs, and yearbooks. However, there are many reference tools for the specific purpose of quickly providing various kinds of biographical information about notable people, both living and deceased. The biographical sources are generally, (1) biographical indexes to published biographies and (2) biographical dictionaries that provide brief life sketches. You may use the online biographical sources recommended by Dr. Jacso.

Biographical Dictionaries: Universal


Biographical Dictionaries: National, International, Current

1. *Current Biography*. NY: H. W. Wilson, 1940-. (Ref CT100.C8)


Biographical Dictionaries: National, Retrospective


Biographical Dictionaries: Subject Biographies


Biographical Indexes


LIS 601 Introduction to Reference & Information Services

LIS 601 Geography Sources for Search Exercise 8

Choose from these resources for Exercise 8. Feel free to use online geography resources available from IPL2 and those listed below. If using print sources, you may use older issues and prior years because UHM does not have the most recent edition of every map resource. This is a partial list of UHM holdings.

Geographical Sources

Answers to questions pertaining to geography are found in encyclopedias, yearbooks, almanacs, and even in dictionaries. However, geographical works are the most useful and necessary tools since they (1) give more detailed information over general works; (2) provide more precise information; and (3) are often easier to use since they are limited to geography and related topics.

Gazetteers


Atlases


Guides


Online Map Collections

Perry-Castenada Library Map Collection, University of Texas:
www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/index.html
www.nationalgeographic.com/maps
http://maps.google.com/maps (try the Street View option)
http://earth.google.com
Links to map collections: http://oddens.geog.uu.nl
http://infomine.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/search?maps
http://mapquest.com

Online Facts about Places

http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu/research/tools/places.html

Travel Guides

AAA Tour Guides (American Automobile Association)
http://www.aaa.com/AAA_Travel/Guides/travel_destination_guide.htm

Baedeker, Karl

Fodor's Guides http://www.fodors.com/

Lonely Planet http://www.lonelyplanet.com/us

Michelin Guides http://www.michelintravel.com/


Nagel's Travel Guide Series

The Rough Guides http://www.roughguides.com/

Moon Handbooks http://www.moon.com/

Frommer's http://www.frommers.com/

Virtual Tourist http://www.virtualtourist.com/
LIS 601 Government Sources for Search Exercise 9

Choose from these resources for Exercise 9. Use the online government documents resources available on the Search Exercise 9 page on the LIS 601 Web site, as well as from IPL2. Because the collection was decimated in the 2004 flood, it is still incomplete and hours of access are limited. Most material is now available in Hamilton Library, but the stacks may not be accessible until Summer or Fall 2010. Some material is available in the Law Library. If using print sources, you may use older issues and prior years. This is a partial list, UH no longer has many of the sources listed in the textbook, but they have been rebuilding the collection since the flood event.

Government Documents

Government publications are printed at government expense or published by authority of federal, state, or local government. Documents may be classified as: (1) records of government administration; (2) research documents for specialists, including statistics and data of value to science and business; and (3) popular sources of information.

Guides


Current

   MARCIVE Web DOCS online (requires login code) http://micro189.lib3.hawaii.edu/ezproxy/details.php?dbId=1302


**Retrospective**


**Commercial Sources**


   See: LexisNexis Congressional online:


   See: LexisNexis Statistical online: